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Lifetimes of Rydberg states in ZEKE experiments. III. Calculations
of the dc electric field dependence of predissociation lifetimes of NO
Marc J. J. Vrakking
Laser Centrum Vrije Universiteit, Faculteit der Scheikunde, De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
~Received 21 June 1996; accepted 23 July 1996!
Results are presented of calculations on the experimentally observed lifetime enhancement of high
principal quantum numbern f(N152) andnp(N150) Rydberg states of the NO molecule in small
dc electric fields. A Hund’s case (d) molecular Hamiltonian is introduced, which describes
intramolecular interactions between low angular momentum Rydberg states as a result of core
penetration andl mixing caused by the electric field. Eigenstates of the molecule in the electric field
are obtained by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian and an effective decay time is determined which
describes the multiexponential decay of the superposition of~Stark! states which is excited
experimentally. The calculations reproduce the striking onset of the lifetime enhancement of the
np(N150) series, which was observed experimentally. Both for then f(N152) andnp(N150)
Rydberg series, core penetration by low-l states leads to extensive interseries coupling for several
values of the principal quantum number. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!00541-7#
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the
decay dynamics of high principal quantum number atomic
and molecular Rydberg states in the context of the remark-
able success of the technique of zero-electron kinetic energy
photoelectron spectroscopy~ZEKE-PES!.1,2 As has been
abundantly documented, in ZEKE experiments a breakdown
of then3 scaling law for the lifetime is frequently observed,
where the lifetimes of the detected Rydberg states are several
orders of magnitude longer than anticipated based on ex-
trapolation of the lifetimes of low-n Rydberg states.3 These
observations have led to considerable experimental and theo-
retical activity, and theories explaining the lifetime enhance-
ments in terms of intramolecular phenomena, intermolecular
interactions and external field effects have been proposed
and subjected to experimental verification.4–12Here, we par-
ticularly consider the angular momentum mixing model first
proposed by Chupka,6 which was based on the work by Bor-
das et al.13 Chupka suggested that the long lifetimes ob-
served in ZEKE experiments could possibly be explained by
the fact that under typical ZEKE conditions dc stray electric
fields cause a mixing of the orbital angular momentum states
of the Rydberg electron. This causes the optically excited
low-l orbital to be mixed with high-l nonpenetrating orbitals.
Unlike low-l orbitals, these orbitals interact only weakly
with the ionic core, and therefore have low rates for decay
processes such as autoionization, predissociation and fluores-
cence. If dc electric fields lead to a dilution of the low-l
character of the wave function, a significant Rydberg lifetime
enhancement is expected.
In order to investigate the model by Chupka, we experi-
mentally studied the lifetimes of high-n (n540–120)p- and
f -orbital Rydberg states of the NO molecule.11~a!,11~b! Indi-
vidual high principal quantum numberp- and f -orbital
Rydberg states were prepared using a tunable near transform-
limited pulsed dye laser, and lifetimes were determined using
delayed pulsed field ionization. The outcome of these experi-
ments provided strong support for the model proposed by
Chupka. The lifetimes of the high-n Rydberg states could be
significantly enhanced by the application of a small dc elec-
tric field which mixes the low-l state which is optically ex-
cited with a nearby Stark manifold. Specifically, for a dc
electric field estimated at 25 mV/cmf -orbital Rydberg states
converging onN151 and 2 exhibited an approximately
eightfold lifetime enhancement nearn565, whereas the life-
times ofp-orbital Rydberg states converging onN150 and
1 went up sharply by nearly two orders of magnitude around
n5115. Surprisingly, for thep-orbital Rydberg series the
transition from ‘‘short’’ to ‘‘long’’ lifetimes took place for a
unit change of the principal quantum number.
To illustrate the suddenness of the lifetime enhancement,
experimental pulsed field time delay scans are reproduced in
Fig. 1 for the 115p and 116p states converging onN150,
along with a relevant portion of the Rydberg excitation spec-
trum. The excitation spectrum@Fig. 1~a!# was obtained by
measuring the total NO1 ion yield as a function of the laser
frequency, at a fixed time delay of about 10 ns between the
laser excitation and the pulsed field ionization and extraction.
In the spectrum Rydberg progressions corresponding to
np(N150) andn f(N152) are observed. There is no indi-
cation in the spectrum of a qualitative difference between
np(N150) levels with n<115 and levels withn>116.
Time delay scans were carried out where the NO1 signal was
measured as a function of the pulsed field ionization time
delay. They show significant differences between the
115p(N150) and 116p(N150) states. In the middle frame
@Fig. 1~b!# the pulsed field ionization signal following prepa-
ration of the 115p(N150) and 116p(N150) states is
shown on a short time scale, where the 115p(N150) state is
seen to decay with a time constant of 7.161.6 ns, whereas
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the 116p(N150) state shows hardly any decay. As shown
in the lower frame@Fig. 1~c!#, the 116p(N150) state decays
on a significantly slower time scale@notice the difference in
the horizontal scales between Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!!#, which is
characterized by a decay time of 114627 ns. Experimen-
tally, all states withn,115 undergo a rapid decay similar to
n5115, whereas states withn.116 decay on a slow time
scale, liken5116. Thus, in going from 115p to 116p the
np(N150) series has undergone a dramatic lifetime en-
hancement of more than one order of magnitude.
Our experiments on NO led to theoretical work by Bixon
and Jortner,14 who extended the effective Hamiltonian for-
malizm which had already been used successfully to explain
the lifetimes of autoionizing Rydberg states of Ar and
DABCO.8 In their calculation, Bixon and Jortner considered
the l mixing caused by~i! long range intramolecular Rydberg
electron–core dipole interactions and~ii ! the external dc
electric field. Except for a few accidental near degeneracies
between low-l states they found that the electron–core dipole
interactions were negligible. Therefore, the dynamics of the
high-n Rydberg states of NO is practically unaffected by the
long range intramolecular Rydberg electron–core dipole
coupling, and dominated by Stark coupling.
Bixon and Jortner successfully calculated the lifetime
enhancement of thef -orbital Rydberg series, while obtaining
semiquantitative agreement for the lifetime enhancement of
thep-orbital Rydberg series, where, in their calculation, thel
mixing takes place over a range ofDn'20. They elegantly
drew the analogy betweenl mixing induced by a dc electric
field and intramolecular dynamics in isolated molecules. The
low-l states act as doorway states for the optical excitation,
and are coupled to available decay channels like predissocia-
tion and autoionization. The electric field provides a cou-
pling of the doorway and decay states to a ‘‘bath’’ of high-l
states, diluting the low-l character among a large number of
eigenstates, in much the same way that in intramolecular
vibrational relaxation the oscillator strength of a bright state
is diluted among a large number of states.
Over the last two decades, the formalizm of multichan-
nel quantum defect theory~MQDT! has been extremely suc-
cessful in describing the spectroscopy and dynamics of
highly excited Rydberg states.15,16At the core of MQDT lies
the recognition that over its trajectory a Rydberg electron
with low orbital angular momentum spends time in two
physically distinct regions. When the electron is near the
ionic core, it moves at a very high velocity and adjusts to the
motions of the core~Born–Oppenheimer regime!. The or-
bital angular momentum of the Rydberg electron is strongly
coupled to the internuclear axis with a projectionL, and
combines with the rotational angular momentumR to yield
the total angular momentum excluding spinN5L1R•N then
combines with the electron spinS to given J @Hund’s case
(b)#. On the other hand, when the electron is far away from
the ionic core, it moves very slowly, and no longer adapts to
the motions of the core. The orbital angular momentum of
the electron is no longer coupled to the internuclear axis, and
the electron is best described in a space-fixed, rather than a
molecule-fixed, frame. The angular momentum of the rota-
tional motion, now calledN1, is well-defined and combines
with the angular momentum of the electron to give the total
angular momentum excluding spinN5l1N1 @Hund’s case
(d)#. One of the central concepts of MQDT is the frame
transformation which connects the states which are appropri-
ate for a description of the molecule in the space-fixed frame
of Hund’s case (d) to those appropriate in the molecule-fixed
frame of Hund’s case (b).
In MQDT the electron wave function at long range is
written as a linear combination of the two Coulomb func-
tions f andg, which are analytical solutions for the motion
of an electron moving under the influence of a Coulomb
potential. The interactions of the electron with the ionic core
are given by a number of quantum defects which describe
the extent of mixing of the functionsf andg induced by the
core, for various core and electron angular momentum con-
figurations, referred to as ‘‘channels’’ in MQDT. Since the
electron is strongly accelerated towards the ionic core, the
quantum defects depend only very weakly on the initial en-
ergy of the Rydberg electron. Bound Rydberg levels are
found by requiring that the electron wave function vanishes
for r⇒`, and in this fashion the quantum defects determine
the Rydberg energy level structure.
FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental pulsed field ionization~PFI! excitation spectrum of
the NO molecule starting from theA 2S1(NA50, JA51/2) state, showing
resolved Rydberg progressionsp(N150) and n f(N152); ~b! and ~c!
Experimental PFI time delay scans, showing the detected NO1 signal as a
function of the time delay between the excitation laser, which is tuned to a
peak in the excitation spectrum corresponding to the 115p(N150) or
116p(N150) level. The decay curve for the 115p(N150) level ~b! fits
with a decay timet57.161.6 ns, whereas the decay curve for the
116p(N150) level ~c! fits with a decay timet5114627 ns. See text and
Refs. 11~a! and 11~b! for details.
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Incorporation of the effects of an electric field in MQDT,
as carried out by a number of researchers,17–20 requires a
description of the molecule that distinguishes three rather
than two regimes for the electron. First of all, as before, there
exists a core region, where the molecular is described in
Hund’s case (b). Secondly, there is a Coulombic region,
where the molecule is described in Hund’s case (d). And
finally, there exists an asymptotic region where the interac-
tion of the electron with the external electric field exceeds
the Coulomb interaction with the ionic core, and where a
description in terms of parabolic states becomes appropriate.
This requires the use of two successive frame transforma-
tions.
While formally an MQDT approach is preferable in that
it provides a unified treatment of the Rydberg dynamics at all
values of the principal quantum number, we present in this
paper results of calculations on thel mixing caused by a dc
electric field using a perturbative approach. The results of a
field-free MQDT treatment by Fredin and co-workers21,22
were applied in a perturbative treatment using a Hund’s case
(d) basis set, making use of the prescription of Jungen to
evaluate matrix elements which describe the coupling be-
tween case (d) basis states arising from short range
electron–core interactions which are given by Hund’s case
(b) quantum defects.23,24Actually, the influence of a dc field
on the excitation spectrum of intermediate-n Rydberg states
of NO was noted by Fredinet al. who carried out their ex-
periments in a dc field of 9 V/cm and who included a semi-
quantitative treatment of Stark mixing amongs, p, and d
orbitals in their paper.
In Hund’s case (d) the coupling matrix elements that
result from the interaction of the Rydberg electron with an
electric field can readily be evaluated using standard angular
momentum algebra. Diagonalization of the molecular Hamil-
tonian provides the composition of the Stark eigenstates in
terms of the Hund’s case (d) basis states, and lifetimes of
these states are then evaluated assuming appropriate decay
widths for the individual case (d) states.25 This method dif-
fers from the method by Bixon and Jortner, who directly
incorporate the decay as an imaginary diagonal matrix ele-
ment in an effective Hamiltonian and diagonalize complex
matrices. On the other hand, in our approach short range
electron–core interactions leading to the coupling of core
rotational states and the mixing of low-l Rydberg orbitals are
taken into account, as exemplified by the fact that our calcu-
lation satisfactorily reproduces rotational perturbations in the
field-free Rydberg spectrum of NO, as calculated and mea-
sured by Fredinet al.21 Our work was motivated by the hope
that a perturbative approach based on the results of MQDT
~rather than a formal MQDT approach itself! may on the one
hand provide an accurate description of the dc electric field
lifetime enhancement of the high-n Rydberg states of NO,
while, on the other hand, providing detailed insight into the
individual role of a number of molecular interactions. We
note that a similar approach was taken by Bordas and Helm,
in their interpretation of the Stark spectrum of the H3
molecule.26
In the current paper, we describe our approach and
present results of calculations on the dc electric field induced
lifetime enhancement ofn f(N152) andnp(N150) Ryd-
berg series, where we emphasize the role of short range in-
teractions. These short range interactions are represented by
a finite number of quantum defects which describe different
electronic~core1electron! configurations, as well as mixing
that may occur between some of these configurations.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE (d ) HAMILTONIAN
As described in the Introduction, our approach to study
the electric field dependence of the lifetimes of the NO Ry-
dberg states is based on a perturbative treatment, where the
eigenstates in the field are determined through diagonaliza-
tion of the molecular Hamiltonian. In setting up the Hamil-
tonian, a distinction was made between the penetrating and
nonpenetrating orbitals. For orbitals with angular momentum
l<2 the electron interacts strongly with the ionic core, and
for these core-penetrating orbitals the matrix elements were
derived from a limited number of Hund’s case (b) quantum
defects. Forl>3 coupling between different Rydberg orbit-
als due to core penetration was ignored, and the zero-order
nergies were determined using the long range force
model.27,28
We will now discuss the different terms which appear in
the molecular Hamiltonian. First the electronic Hamiltonian
will be introduced for both the penetrating and the nonpen-
etrating orbitals, followed by a discussion of the rotational
Hamiltonian and finally the perturbation due to a dc electric
field. The Hamiltonian is schematically represented in Fig. 2,
where for a given value of the principal quantum number,
states with orbital angular momentum up tol52 and with
core rotational angular momentum up toN152 are shown,
as well as the couplings which occur among these states
within our model.
In writing down the Hamiltonian, a choice needs to be
made between working with a Hund’s case (b) or a Hund’s
case (d) basis set. In principle, the advantage of using a
Hund’s case (b) basis set is that the electronic part of the
Hamiltonian is diagonal in Hund’s case (b), except for a few
terms which describe the mixing ofss and ds configura-
tions. The nonzero elements of the case (b) electronic
Hamiltonian are given by23
Helectronic
~b! @ lNL,lNL#52m lL /n
3, ~1!
wherem lL is a quantum defect andn is the effective princi-
pal quantum number of the state under consideration.
The advantage of a near-diagonal electronic Hamiltonian
in Hund’s case (b) is negated, however, by the fact that in
Hund’s case (b) the rotational coupling terms are compli-
cated, whereas in Hund’s case (d) the rotational part of the
Hamiltonian is diagonal. The high-n NO Rydberg levels are
most conveniently described by specifying the orbital angu-
lar momentuml and the convergence limit given by the core
rotational quantum numberN1, and therefore, we proceed
by writing down the Hamiltonian in the case (d) basis set.
For the electronic part of the Hamiltonian, this requires that
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the electronic Hamiltonian in the case (b) basis set is trans-
formed to the case (d) basis set using a frame transforma-
tion,
Helectronic
~d! @ lNN1,l 8NN18#
5SLL8AN1LHelectronic
~b! @ lNL,l 8NL8#AN18L8 , ~2!
whereAN1L is given by
16
AN1L5~21!
l1L2N1S l N N1
2L L 0 D
3~2N111!1/2@2/~11dL0!#
1/2. ~3!
The transformation given by Eq.~2! gives the relation be-
tween the case (b) and case (d) quantum defects, and
thereby provides the diagonal terms of the electronic case
(d) Hamiltonian. These terms are designatedHel in the sche-
matic case (d) Hamiltonian shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore,
Eq. ~2! also shows how Rydberg series converging ondiffer-
ent core rotational states are coupled. As the electron ap-
proaches the ionic core, it reaches the Born–Oppenheimer
region where the case (d) coupling scheme no longer applies
and where the molecule is best described in Hund’s case (b).
The orbital angular momentum of the electron couples to the
internuclear axis with a projectionL, and the core rotational
quantum numberN1 loses its meaning. Subsequently, as the
electron reemerges from the Born–Oppenheimer region, a
case (d) description becomes appropriate once again, but
now the core rotational state may no longer be the same one
as prior to the electron–core collision. By this mechanism
states with the same electron orbital angular momentuml
and total angular momentum excluding spinN but different
core rotational statesN1 are coupled, as shown in the sche-
matic case (d) Hamiltonian in Fig. 2, where these coupling
matrix elements are represented byHcore.
As mentioned in the introduction to this paragraph, the
electronic part of the case (b) Hamiltonian is assumed to be
diagonal, except for a few terms which describe the mixing
of ss and ds configurations.29 As a result of thess/ds
mixing, case (b) matrix elements involving these configura-








FIG. 2. Schematic case (d) Hamiltonian, showing the terms which are included in the calculations discussed in this paper.Hel are the diagonal terms of the
electronic Hamiltonian, which are obtained by a frame transformation involving the Hund’s case (b) quantum defects forl<2, and from the long range force
model for l>3. Hcore are matrix elements obtained through the same frame transformation, which, for givenl50–2, couple different case (d) rotational
states.Hsd denote matrix elements betweens- andd-orbital case (d) states, which are obtained from the case (b) quantum defects and are a result of the
mixing of thess/ds core configurations.H rot represents the rotational Hamiltonian, which is diagonal in Hund’s case (d). Finally, HF represent the terms
describing the couplings due to the dc electric field. This schematic case (d) Hamiltonian only shows Rydberg states for one value of the principal quantum
number, withl<2 andN1<2. In the actual calculations reported in this paper, within a prescribed energy range all Rydberg states withN1<4 were used
~i.e., including several values of the principal quantum number and including alll<n21!, leading to a Hamiltonian containing up to 1400 case (d) basis
states.
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52 12 sin 2u~mss2mds!/nss
3/2nds
3/2. ~6!
For NO thess/ds mixing is described by a mixing angleu
of 238.7°. Like the diagonal case (b) matrix elements@Eq.
~1!# the matrix elements of Eqs.~4!–~6! are transformed to
matrix elements in case (d) using the frame transformation
of Eqs.~2! and~3!. Due to thess/ds mixing s andd orbit-
als converging on different core rotational statesN1 are
coupled in the case (d) Hamiltonian, subject to the condition
that the total angular momentum excluding spinN is con-
served. In the schematic case (d) Hamiltonian in Fig. 2 these
matrix elements are represented byHsd .
In our discussion of the electric field dependence of the
lifetimes of the Rydberg states of NO we want to pay special
attention to the role of the short range matrix elementsHcore
andHsd , which were not yet included in the treatment by
Bixon and Jortner.14 These couplings are of significant im-
portance in determining the field-free energy levels of the
NO molecule. To illustrate this and to test the quality of our
perturbative approach we present in Fig. 3 a calculation of
perturbations which occur for intermediaten(n525–39) in
the quantum defects of thes-orbital Rydberg series converg-
ing on NO1(N152). Quantum defects for this Rydberg se-
ries were determined both experimentally and theoretically
~using MQDT! by Fredinet al.21 In our calculation we used
the case (b) s- andd-orbital quantum defects and thess/ds
mixing angle given by Fredinet al. and included rotational
levels of the NO1 ion up toN154. The results of the cal-
culation are shown in Fig. 3, where quantum defects of se-
lected lines containing a significants(N152) component
are compared to the quantum defects calculated by Fredin
et al.21 The agreement between the perturbative approach
and the MQDT calculation is quite satisfactory. In fact, the
deviations between the two theories are significantly smaller
than the differences between either theory and the experi-
mental results of Fredinet al.which are also shown in Fig. 3.
It is anticipated that the coupling matrix elementsHcore
andHsd could have a significant role when the application of
a dc electric field is considered. An example in the literature
is the Stark spectrum of H2, where matrix elementsHcoreare
responsible for significant perturbations between two
p-orbital Rydberg series converging onN150 and 2, lead-
ing to major intensity variations in the experimental Stark
manifold that is obtained when thesep orbitals are mixed
with the high-l manifold.30 An example of the role ofHsd
was seen in our earlier work on the pulsed field ionization of
Xe atom in a electric field.11~c! In these experiments pulsed
field ionization ofs- andd-orbital Rydberg series converging
on the spin–orbit excited2P1/2 state of Xe
1 was studied.
These Rydberg series have reduced quantum defects of 0.01
and 0.30, respectively. Based on the sequential (D l561)
nature of the couplings induced by the electric field, one
would anticipate that the onset for mixing of thes orbital
with the nearby high-l manifold could only occurafter the
field conditions for mixing of thed orbital with the high-l
manifold have been met. Experimentally, however, the onset
for mixing of thes series with the high-l manifold occurred
at a significantly lower field than for thed series. Calcula-
tions using the approach outlined in this section illustrate that
this behavior can be explained byss/ds mixing,31 which for
Xe is known to occur with a mixing angle of 0.1 rad.32
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, for the
nonpenetrating orbitals the diagonal terms of the electronic
Hamiltonian were calculated using the long range force
model.27,28 Following the treatment of Jungen and
Miescher,28 the energy of interaction of a nonpenetrating
Rydberg electron with the ionic core is given by
DEn,l ,L52~1/4!Qzẑ 1/r
3&n,l^3 cos





2 u21!& l ,L , ~7!
where
^3 cos2 u21& l ,L522@3L
22 l ~ l11!#/@~2l21!~2l13!#,
~8!
andL5N2N1.33 DEn,l ,L is the energy by which a case (d)
level ~n,l ,L! lies below the hydrogenic term21/2n2. In Eq.
~7! Qzz is the quadrupole moment of the electronic charge
distribution of the ionic core with respect to the molecular
axis, anda5~2aperp1apar!/3 is the spherical polarizability of
the core, where 2aperp andapar are the polarizabilities of the
core parallel and perpendicular to the molecular axis, respec-
tively. u is the polar angle of the electron. The energy of
interaction can be evaluated using tabulated radial integrals
^1/r 3&n,l and ^1/r
4&n,l .
34 Using Eqs.~7! and ~8! Jungen and
Miescher interpreted the structure of then f complexes of
NO, resulting in the determination ofa57.64 a.u. and~as-
sumingaperp2apar5a/3! of Qzz50.59 a.u. Using these pa-
rameters an asymptotic high-n quantum defect of 0.0141 is
FIG. 3. Comparison between quantum defects of thens(N152) Rydberg
series of NO calculated using the method in this paper~h! and results of the
MQDT analysis by Fredinet al. ~Ref. 21! ~s!. This Rydberg series is per-
turbed by interactions withs- and d-Rydberg series converging on
N150–4, which are represented byHcoreandHsd in the schematic molecu-
lar Hamiltonian~Fig. 2!. Also shown are the experimental results of Fredin
et al. ~Ref. 21! ~.!.
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calculated for both the~N152,N51,L521! and~N151,
N52,L51! f -orbital Rydberg series for which the lifetime
experiments were carried out, which compares reasonably
well with the experimental values of 0.0101 and 0.0168, re-
spectively.
The rotational part of the Hamiltonian is diagonal in the





whereBrot is the rotational constant of the NO
1 core. In the
schematic case (d) Hamiltonian shown in Fig. 2, the rota-
tional matrix elements are represented byH rot . In our calcu-
lations only Rydberg states converging on the ground vibra-
tional state of the NO molecule are considered.
The case (d) Hamiltonian described thus far provides a
field-free description of the molecule, where the level struc-
ture is determined by the case (b) quantum defects, the ionic
rotational constant and thess/ds mixing angle. Having es-
tablished, by comparison with the results of MQDT, that this
Hamiltonian gives a good description of the level structure of
the NO molecule under field-free conditions, we finally need
to consider the influence of an electric field on the Rydberg
states. The electric field couples orbital angular momentum
states of the electron subject to the selection rulesD l561,
DN50,61 and DN150. Using the Wigner–Eckart
theorem35 the matrix elements can be evaluated as
Hfield
~d! @ lNN1,l 8N8N1#52eF^n lN1NMNuzun8l 8N1N8MN8 &
52eF~21!N2MN1 l1N
11N811@~2N11!~2N811!#1/2
3S N 1 N8
2MN 0 MN8
D H l N N1N8 l 8 1 J ^n l ir in8l 8&, ~10!
where
^n l ir in8l 8&5H 2~ l11!1/2^n l ur un8l11& l 85 l11l 1/2^n l ur un8l21& l 85 l21. ~11!
The radial integrals were evaluated using the results of Ed-
mondset al.36 where
^n l ur un8l 8&5$3/2 nc




with g5D l ( l c/nc), s5n2n8, l c5max(l ,l 8), D l5 l 82 l , and
nc52/(1/n11/n8). The functiongp(s) (p50,3) is tabulated
in Ref. 36.
To summarize, in the case (d) Hamiltonian shown in
Fig. 2 we employ the following terms:~i! diagonal terms of
the electronic and rotational Hamiltonian,~ii ! coupling terms
arising from the case (b) quantum defects, and~iii ! coupling
terms as a result of the dc electric field. The coupling terms
arising from the case (b) quantum defects are terms which
couple levels with the sameN, and the same or differentl
andN1. For all of these terms the mixing of core rotational
states is subject toDN15even. Combined with the selection
rule for the coupling by the dc electric field (DN150), the
case (d) basis states separate into two groups, distinguished
by N1 being even or odd, which only interact among them-
selves. In what follows we will be concerned with the mixing
of thenp(N150) andn f(N152) series, which were stud-
ied experimentally through excitation from the
A 2S1~NA50, JA51/2) intermediate state. Therefore, in our
calculations only rotational states withN15even were in-
cluded.
We emphasize that at the current level of our calcula-
tions the long range Rydberg electron-core dipole interac-
tion, which was studied by Bixon and Jortner, isnot in-
cluded. Bixon and Jortner demonstrated that,exceptfor a
few isolated occurrences such as the lifetime enhancement of
the 92p(N150) and 95p(N150) Rydberg states, the role
of the long range Rydberg electron–core dipole interaction,
which leads to a coupling of odd and even rotational states
(DN1561), is unimportant. As a result the lifetime en-
hancement of the 92p(N150) and 95p(N150) Rydberg
states, which was observed experimentally well before mix-
ing with the nearbyN150 high-l manifold was anticipated,
is not reproduced in our calculation. The lifetime enhance-
ment of the 92p(N150) and 95p(N150) Rydberg states is
an example of the interplay between electric field effects and
intramolecular couplings: the long range Rydberg electron–
core dipole interaction provides a coupling of the
92p(N150) and 95p(N150) states to the 80d(N151)
and 82d(N151) states, respectively, which subsequently
undergo lifetime enhancement by coupling to nearbyn580
andn582 (N151) Stark manifolds as a result of the pres-
ence of a dc electric field.14 A similar interplay between dc
electric field interactions and Rydberg electron–core quadru-
pole interactions has been invoked by Merktet al.7~a! in order
to explain the large changes in rotational angular momentum
observed in a number of ZEKE experiments. We would now
anticipate that a similar interplay may exist between electric
field interactions and short range interactions among the
core-penetrating low-l states.
III. PROCEDURE TO CALCULATE THE
EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED LIFETIME
In our pulsed field ionization experimentsnp and n f
Rydberg levels were excited using two-color double-
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resonant excitation, employing theA 2S1 ~NA50 or 1! state
as resonant intermediate.11~a!,11~b! In order to measure the life-
time at observed resonances, a near transform-limitedns
pulsed dye laser was positioned at frequencies where peaks
appeared in an excitation spectrum which was measured us-
ing the shortest possible experimental pulsed field time delay
~;10 ns!. Effective lifetimes were determined by measuring
the pulsed field ionization signal as a function of the pulsed
field time delay. The lifetimes quoted in Refs. 11~a! and
11~b! were determined by fitting the measured time delay
curves to a sum of a single-exponential decay and a constant
background, which is due to ionization of Rydberg states by
the excitation lasers. In this section we will discuss how
these experiments are simulated on the computer, and how
effective lifetimes are determined from the calculated com-
position of the Stark states.
Following diagonalization of the molecular Hamiltonian
the eigenenergies of the Stark states are obtained, as well as
expressions for the eigenvectors of the Stark states in terms
of the case (d) basis functions
u i &Stark5SaAiaua&case ~d! . ~13!
Equation~13! shows how, as a result of the mixing induced
by the electric field and the short range interactions, the wave
function amplitude of a particular doorway stateua0&case (d)
is spread over the manifold of Stark statesu i &Stark. As a re-
sult, a similar spreading occurs for other observables associ-
ated with the doorway state, such as the absorption cross
section and the decay rate. The decay rate of individual Stark
states was calculated as the weighted decay rate of the case
(d) basis states which contribute to the Stark state
G i , Stark5SauAiau2Ga,case~d! . ~14!
As discussed in the introduction, this decay rate is deter-
mined mostly by contributions from low-l states. The life-
time of the individual Stark states is obtained as
t i5(h/2pG i).
With the near transform-limited pulsed dye laser
~Dvlaser'0.005 cm
21! a number of Stark states are excited
simultaneously. These Stark states subsequently decay ac-
cording to their individual decay rates. The measured pulsed
field ionization spectrum after a time delayt is calculated as
S~v laser,t !5S i uAia0u
2 exp@2~v i2v laser!
2/Dv laser
2#
* exp~2t/t i !. ~15!
The interpretation of Eq.~15! is that the signal at a given
laser frequencyvlaser is given as a sum over contributions
from all Stark states, with the magnitude of each contribution
depending on~i! the amplitudeAia0 of the doorway state
ua0&case (d) in u i &Stark, ~ii ! the detuning between the laser and
u i &Stark ~the spectrum of the laser pulse is assumed to be
Gaussian!, and ~iii ! the lifetime t i of u i &Stark. The onset of
efficient mixing of the doorway state with the Stark manifold
occurs near an electric field strength where the halfwidth of
the Stark manifold is approximately equal to the zero-field
energy difference between the doorway stateu 0&case (d) and
the high-l manifold, or
~3/2!Fn2'm/n3. ~16!
In a hydrogenic Stark manifold the energy spacing between
adjacent Stark states is equal to 3Fn, suggesting that the
average number of Stark states that the laser will excite near
the onset for mixing of the doorway state to the high-l mani-
fold is given by
Nlaser'Dvlaser/3Fn'Dv lasern
4/2m. ~17!
Under the conditions of the experiments reported in Refs.
11~a! and 11~b! we are in a regime whereNlaser@1.
37 The
lifetime enhancement of thef orbital ~m'0.01! was experi-
mentally studied nearn565, whereNlaser'20. Likewise, for
thep orbital ~mreduced'20.29! the lifetime enhancement was
studied nearn5115, whereNlaser'7. In reality, the number
of states within the laser bandwidth is even higher, since the
state density in the Stark manifold is increased as a result of
the rotational structure of the NO1 core. It follows that the
decays which are experimentally measured do not represent
the decay of a single Stark state, but rather the decay of a
superposition of Stark states. Since the decay rates are in
general not the same for these individual Stark states, the
excited population of Rydberg states will undergo a multiex-
ponential decay.
As mentioned, an effective decay time was determined
experimentally by fitting the pulsed field ionization decay
curves which were measured at peaks in the excitation spec-
trum to a sum of a single-exponential decay term and a con-
stant term. To make contact with the experiment a similar
procedure is now followed for the theoretical calculations.
First a peak positionvpeakin the pulsed field ionization spec-
trum was determined by determining a maximum in
S~vlaser,t50! in the vicinity of the zero-field energy of the
doorway state. A theoretical decay time was then determined
by comparing the calculated multiexponential decay to a
single exponential after a delay timeDt, which was defined
as the time at which the calculated signal has dropped to
(1/e) of its initial value. If the decay was single-exponential
then the decay timet could be obtained at this point as
t52S~vpeak,Dt !/@dS~vpeak,t !/dt# t5Dt . ~18!
Therefore, we adopt this expression to extract an effective
decay time for the multiexponential decay of the superposi-
tion of Stark states as well. Using Eq.~18! a single decay
time is determined which is representative of the overall
shape of the multiexponential decay. Contributions from
small fractions of states which decay either very rapidly or
very slow compared to the average decay time are de-
emphasized, which is desirable, since the same happens in an
experiment. An expression similar to Eq.~18! has been used
before in the literature to characterize multiexponential de-
cays associated with decay processes in polyatomic
molecules.38 We return to this point in our discussion of the
lifetime enhancement of thenp(N150) series.
IV. SPECTROSCOPIC INFORMATION ON NO
In Table I a summary is given of the spectroscopic in-
formation on NO which was used as input to the calcula-
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tions. For thes- andd-orbitals the case (b) quantum defects
and thess/ds mixing angle derived in the MQDT analysis
of Fredin et al. were used.21,22 Hund’s case (b) p-orbital
quantum defects were derived from two of our experimen-
tally observed Rydberg series.11~b! Starting from the
A 2S1(NA50, JA51/2) level, a Rydberg series converging
on N150 was observed with a quantum defect of 0.7286.
Furthermore, starting from theA 2S1(NA51, JA53/2)
level, a Rydberg series converging onN151 was observed
with a quantum defect of 0.7038. According to the frame
transformation@Eq. ~2!# the case (b) and case (d) quantum




Using these expressions the values formps andmpp given in
Table I are obtained. These values are in reasonable agree-
ment with the values of Mieschert al.40 who quoted values
of 0.68 and 0.74 formps and mpp , respectively. As dis-
cussed in the theory section, forl>3 the quantum defects
were calculated according to the long range force model,
using the parameters determined by Jungen and Miescher.28
Decay rates forl50–3 were taken from the paper by
Bixon and Jortner,14 who in turn determined these param-
eters forl51 and 3 from the experimentally observed life-
times of thenp(N150) andn f(N152) series prior to dc
electric field induced lifetime enhancement.11~a!,11~b! In simi-
lar fashion they obtained decay widths forl50 and 2 by
considering the measured lifetimes of thenp(N150) series
after a dc field has enhanced the lifetime.11~a!,11~b! Informa-
tion on the decay rates forl>4 is very scarce. Fujii and
Morita recently estimated that the predissociation lifetime of
55g(N150) and 55g(N1512) Rydberg states is on the or-
der of 1ms ~suggestingG0'0.85 cm
21!, however the authors
discuss that experimentally it is not clear whether this decay
represents the decay of theng component itself or of theng
component mixed with the nearby high-l manifold.41 In or-
der to obtain the correct lifetime enhancement factor for the
n f(N152) series~see below! it was necessary in our calcu-
lations to use an effective decay width of 4 cm21 for all case
(d) states withl>4. We acknowledge that this value is cer-
tainly higher than would be expected forl>4, which likely
indicates that near the onset for lifetime enhancement our
calculations underestimate the admixture of low-l ( l50–2)
components.
Finally, the rotational constant which was used in the
calculations was obtained from the difference in the experi-
mentally observed convergence limits for thenp(N150)
andn f(N152) Rydberg series.11~a!,11~b!
V. RESULTS
To illustrate some of the aspects which determine the dc
electric field dependence of the lifetimes of the high-n Ryd-
berg states of NO, a Stark map is shown in Fig. 4. This map
shows the existing energy levels in the vicinity ofn540
(N150) as a function of the strength of the dc electric field.
To obtain this Stark map, a calculation was carried out which
included penetrating orbitsl50–2 with rotational angular
momentumN150–4 and nonpenetrating orbitalsl>3 with
N150. To obtain converged results for the composition of
the Stark states, nonpenetrating orbitals withN152 and 4
need to be included as well, however in the current example
these states are left out for illustrative purposes.
At zero-field energy levels in agreement with the MQDT
calculation of Fredinet al.21 are found ~see Fig. 3!. The
low-l orbitals appear at energies which differ bym/n3 from
FIG. 4. Calculated Stark map in the vicinity ofn540 (N150) showing the
energies of a number of penetrating orbitalsl50–2 (N150–4) and non-
penetrating orbitalsl>3 (N150) as a function of the existing dc electric
field.








a mdp520.053~Ref. 22! mdd50.089 ~Ref. 22!
Decay rates
G(s)5500 cm21 G( f )543 cm21
~Ref. 11! ~Refs. 11 and 14!
G(p)51610 cm21 Geff( l.3)54 cm
21 c







aThe ss/ds mixing angle is239.7° ~Ref. 22!.
bThis work ~see the text!.
cThis work ~see the text!.
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the central energy of the hydrogenic Stark manifold~m50!.
As the dc electric field is turned on, the nearly degenerate
high-l states form a linear hydrogenic Stark manifold with a
total width equal to 3Fn2 and a level spacing of 3Fn. Upon
further increase of the field, low-l orbitals merge into this
manifold. The field strength which is required for the mixing
of a low-l state with the Stark manifold depends linearly on
the magnitude of the quantum defect@Eq. ~16!#. The f orbital
has a very small quantum defect (m40f50.0149) and there-
fore, requires a dc field of only;0.5 V/cm. For the other
low-l orbitals (l50–2) the quantum defects, and thus the
required electric field strengths, are larger.
The quantum defect and the principal quantum number
are however not the only parameters which determine at
which electric field strength the mixing of a low-l state with
the Stark manifold occurs. The mixing of angular momentum
states by the electric field is sequential (D l561), i.e., merg-
ing with the Stark manifold starts at the largest values of the
orbital angular momentum. This can be illustrated by looking
at the evolution of the two curves which are labeledA andB
near the top of Fig. 4. These curves correspond to mix-
tures of @d(N150),s(N152),d(N152); N52# and
@s(N150),d(N152); N50#, respectively, and are close in
energy at zero field. Since the Stark manifold in Fig. 4 is a
manifold with anN150 core rotational state, the field only
mixes states with the manifold to the extent that they contain
case (d) states withN150 character. StateA in our ex-
ample containsd(N150) character, whereas stateB con-
tains s(N150) character. As discussed above, the
f (N150) orbital merges into the Stark manifold at about
0.5 V/cm. Consequently, stateA @containing d(N150)#
readily merges into the Stark manifold when the electric field
is strong enough for the edge of the Stark manifold to ap-
proach the field-free energy of stateA, as indicated by arrow
1 in the top right corner of Fig. 4. StateB @containing
s(N150)# does not merge into the manifold until after the
p(N150) orbital has done so. Thep(N150) orbital has a
larger quantum defect~mreduced'20.29! and does not mix
with the states of the Stark manifold until the electric field
reaches a strength of;10 V/cm. Therefore, at the field
strengths shown in Fig. 4, stateB does not mix with the
states of the Stark manifold, but rather, has a number of
avoided crossings with the states of the Stark manifold~see
arrow 2 in Fig. 4!. Figure 4 shows a number of similar
avoided crossings for other states corresponding to mixtures
@d(N152),s(N154),d(N154); N54#.
A. Lifetime enhancement of nf (N152)
Calculations of the lifetimes ofn f Rydberg states con-
verging onN152 were carried out forn525–83 using the
parameters listed in Table I. In each calculation, two energy
ranges were defined centered aroundE(n)521/2n2. All
states with l53→(n21) converging on even rotational
statesN150–4 were included within an energy range range
^E(n)2(1/4)n23,E(n)1(1/4)n23&, whereas forl50–2 all
states converging on N150–4 in the range
^E(n)25n23,E(n)15n23& were included. Inclusion of low
angular momentum states over a wide range of excitation
energies was necessary in these calculations due to the strong
perturbations~i.e., fast interseries coupling! which already
occur among these states at zero field. We recall that in our
model the high-l states are only coupled through interactions
which result from the presence of the electric field.
The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 5, where
a comparison is presented between the calculations and our
published experimental results.11~a!,11~b! The calculations
were performed for an electric field strength of 40 mV/cm,
which is somewhat higher than the 25 mV/cm value which
we inferred experimentally@from extrapolation of then25
dependence of the critical field strengths for lifetime en-
hancement of thenp(N150) series#. Most likely this dis-
crepancy is due to uncertainties in the minimum residual
field in the experimental apparatus, whose source and vector
properties are ill-defined. We note that in their calculations14
Bixon and Jortner also required a field strength of about 40
mV/cm.
In Fig. 5 the lifetimes stay close to their zero-field values
~dashed line! until aboutn565, where both in the experi-
mental and in the theoretical data over a narrow range of
tates an approximately eightfold lifetime enhancement is
observed. As discussed in Sec. IV, in order to reproduce this
experimental lifetime enhancement factor an effective decay
rateGeffective( l>4)54 cm
21 was introduced. Following the
rapid increase of the lifetime nearn565 the increase slows
down. This is due to admixture of low-l contributions to the
Stark manifold.
While the calculations reproduce the main features in the
experimental data, there are some important differences as
well. A number of isolated points stand out where either the
experimental data or the theoretical data show minima in the
lifetimes. For example, in the experimental data the lifetime
of the 55f (N152)N51 orbital is measured to be only 3.5
s, whereas the lifetimes of nearby levels are;20–25 ns.
FIG. 5. Calculated~j! and experimental~s! lifetimes of then f(N152)
Rydberg series. The calculations were performed for a dc electric field
strength of 40 mV/cm. The dashed line shows the natural~zero field! life-
time of the unperturbedn f(N152) levels. The dotted line represents the
result of a calculation in which the matrix elements representing core inter-
actions~Hcore andHsd! were suppressed.
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Similarly, the lifetime of the 60f (N152)N51 is measured
to be 13 ns, whereas nearby levels display lifetimes of;35
ns. The experimental minima in the lifetimes of the 55f and
60f orbitals are not reproduced in our calculations. Instead,
the calculations predict the occurrence of different minima in
the lifetimes, for the 51f , the 62f , and the 69f states. These
minima are caused by near-resonances at zero field between
the f series and mixedns/nd states. At zero-field the
51f (N152)N51 orbital is nearly degenerate with a mixed
state containing 60s(N150)N50 and 51d(N152)N50,
the 62f (N152)N51 orbital is nearly degenerate with a
mixed state containing 81s(N150)N50 and
62d(N152)N50, and, finally, the 69f (N152)N51 is
nearly degenerate with a mixed state containing
99s(N150)N50 and 69d(N152)N50. The coupling by
the electric field mixes thef orbitals with these rapidly de-
cayings andd components even before the mixing of thef
orbital with the high-l manifold sets in. Thus, the observa-
tion of these short lifetimes is a manifestation of the role of
Hcore and Hsd , and of the interplay between electric field
effects and coupling between Rydberg orbitals induced by
short range interactions. If these matrix elements describing
the short range core interactions are removed, the calculation
reduces to pure Hund’s case (d), where the quantum defects
of the low-l states become independent ofn, and where the
mixing between different orbitals induced by the electric
field follows simple scaling laws. This calculation is shown
as the dotted line in Fig. 5. By contrast, as a result of the core
interactions described byHcore andHsd , the low-l states do
not reach the Hund’s case (d) limit in our calculation even at
the highn values under consideration here. As a function of
n the low-l states shift irregularly and some of the states
become almost degenerate with members of the
n f(N152)N51 series, allowing for facile coupling by the
electric field.
The location of the~near-!degeneracies between mem-
bers of then f(N152) Rydberg series andns/nd Rydberg
states~with appropriateN1 andN! depends sensitively on
the choice of the spectroscopic input data for the NO mol-
ecule. Small changes in the quantum defects lead to a disap-
pearance of some of the near-degeneracies discussed above
and the appearance of new ones. Therefore, it seems plau-
sible that the experimentally observed short lifetimes of the
55f (N152) and 60f (N152) orbitals may be explained by
interactions between these states and nearby mixedns/nd
states. This hypothesis could be tested by extending the mea-
surements of Fredinet al.21 of the zero-field Rydberg exci-
tation spectrum ofns andnd orbital Rydberg series towards
higher principal quantum numbers.
B. Lifetime enhancement of np (N150)
Calculations on the dc electric field induced lifetime en-
hancement of thenp(N150) Rydberg series were carried
out for n540–150. As in the calculations reported in the
previous section, a central energy was defined as
E521/2n2. Once more, for orbitals withl50–2 all states
converging on even rotational statesN150–4 were in-
cluded in a rangêE(n)25n23,E(n)15n23&. Unlike the
previous calculation however, nonpenetrating orbitals with
l53→(n21) were included in a wider energy range
^E(n)2(5/4)n23,E(n)1(5/4)n23&, i.e., both theN150
Stark manifold nearest to thenp(N150) doorway state and
the nextN150 Stark manifold on either side were included
in the calculation~as well as, naturally,N152 andN154
Stark manifolds within the prescribed energy range!.
The results are shown in Fig. 6, where the experimental
results are compared to a calculation for a dc electric field of
70 mV/cm. This is the field strength which is required to
achieve the onset of the lifetime enhancement at the principal
quantum number where the enhancement was observed ex-
perimentally (n5115). As in the case of then f series, this
electric field strength differs from the experimentally in-
ferred electric field strength. We note that a field of 70
mV/cm also exceeds by about 30% the field that would be
anticipated on the basis of Eq.~16!, due to the fact that the
np(N150) energy levels curve away from the Stark mani-
fold as the electric field increases~ ee Fig. 4!, resulting in a
larger absolute value of the reduced quantum defect at the
onset of efficient mixing.
The calculation reproduces the very sharp onset of the
lifetime enhancement nearn5115 quite successfully.
Whereas for 115p(N150) a decay time of 5.6 ns is calcu-
lated, the decay time of the 116p(N150) state increases one
order of magnitude to 63 ns. However, the sharp onset of the
lifetime enhancement is only partly a molecular effect. Fig-
ure 6 also shows~dotted line! that the onset of the lifetime
enhancement can be reproduced almost equally well in a
calculation in which the matrix elementsHsd and Hcore,
FIG. 6. Calculated~j! and experimental~s! lifetimes of thenp(N150)
Rydberg series. The calculations were performed for a dc electric field
strength of 70 mV/cm. The dashed line shows the natural~zero field! life-
time of the unperturbednp(N150) levels. The dotted line represents the
result of a calculation using a field of 60 mV/cm in which the matrix ele-
ments representing core interactions~Hcore andHsd! were suppressed. Spe-
cial points labeled~m! are results of the calculations including core interac-
tions where the lifetimes of thenp(N150) series members are enhanced
via coupling to the nearly degenerate high-l manifold of a Rydberg series
converging onN152.
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which describe core mixing of the penetrating orbitalsl50–
2, are removed, albeit using a slightly smaller electric field
of 60 mV/cm. The onset of the lifetime enhancement in the
vicinity of n5115 is not quite as sharp in this calculation,
but it is hard to decide whether the calculation includingHsd
andHcore leads to a better reproduction of the experimental
results. The differences between the calculations with and
without Hsd andHcore do attest, however, to the important
role played by short range interactions in the NO molecule.
The quality of the experimental results on the one hand and
our ability toquantitativelypredict the short range perturba-
tions on the other do not allow us to definitively pinpoint the
effects of short range interactions in the experimental results.
Nevertheless, a comparison of the calculations with and
without the short range interactions illustrates that short
range interactions are very important in the region where the
lifetime enhancement sets in.
The onsets of the lifetime enhancement which are shown
experimentally and theoretically in Fig. 6 are significantly
sharper than those calculated by Bixon and Jortner.14 This is
primarily due to the definition of the decay time@Eq. ~18!#
which describes the experimental and theoretical multiexpo-
nential decay of the superposition of~Stark! states which are
excited within the bandwidth of the excitation laser. Bixon
and Jortner extracted an effective decay timet which was
defined byS~vpeak,t!/S~vpeak,t50)5(1/e). In other words,
the decay time was defined as the delay time at which the
population of Rydberg states has decayed to a fraction (1/e)
of its initial value. According to this definition the transition
from unmixed to mixed states takes place over a relatively
broad region ofDn'20. Experimentally, it is very difficult
to measure states which decay on a time scale which is com-
parable or shorter than the duration of the excitation laser
pulse ~;7 ns!. Consequently, our experiment is relatively
insensitive to the presence of~Stark! states in the superposi-
tion with lifetimes<5 ns. Similarly, since the pulsed field
ionization signal is measured superimposed on a background
due to ionization of Rydberg states by the excitation laser,
our experiment is relatively insensitive to the presence of a
small fraction~,10%! of states in the superposition, which
decay on a time scale which exceeds the average decay time
in the superposition substantially. Rather, the experiment
emphasizes the decay time of those states which represent
the biggest fraction of the Rydberg population and thereby
set the time scale for the decay of the major portion of
Rydberg molecules. This is why Eq.~18! was used to extract
an effective decay time from the calculations. The lifetime
calculated using Eq.~18! represents the time constant for a
single-exponential decay that would look identical to our
multiexponential decay in the region where the Rydberg
population has dropped to (1/e) of its initial value.
While some of the main features of the lifetime spectrum
are reproduced by a calculation which ignoresHsd andHcore,
we do find further evidence of core interactions in our
calculations. In Fig. 6, the 89p, 97p, 100p, 103p, and
113p states ~indicated by m! show lifetime enhance-
ments well before the threshold atn5115. These lifetime
enhancements are due to a near-resonance between the
np(N150) series and the high-l (N152) manifold.
The np(N150) series can couple to this manifold medi-
ated by mixed ~s(N150),d(N152); N50! and
~d(N150),s(N152),d(N152); N52! states. Unfortu-
nately, the premature lifetime enhancement of these
np(N150) series members could not be verified experi-
mentally in Refs. 11~a! and 11~b!, since then values where
np(N150) is nearly degenerate with a (N152) Stark
manifold naturally coincide with then values where the
np(N150) and n f(N152) series are badly overlapped.
Therefore, no measurements were performed for the
np(N150) series at these values of the principal quantum
number.
With reference to Fig. 6, we reiterate that our calcula-
tions do not reproduce the premature lifetime enhancement
of the 92p(N150) and 95p(N150) Rydberg states, since
the long range Rydberg electron–core dipole interaction was
ot included.14
VI. SUMMARY
In this paper, results have been presented of calculations
on the lifetime enhancement of high principal quantum num-
ber Rydberg states of the NO molecule in a small dc electric
field. Calculations were carried out for the lifetime enhance-
ment of n f(N152) and np(N150) Rydberg series and
compared to experimental results which were reported in an
earlier paper.11~a!,11~b! Guided by an earlier MQDT analysis
by Fredinet al.concerning the field-free energy levels of the
NO molecule,21 a perturbative approach was used, emphasiz-
ing the role of short range interactions among core-
penetrating orbitals with orbital angular momentuml50–2.
These short range interactions lead to substantial mixing of
low-l Rydberg states with different core rotational states, as
well as mixing betweens- andd-orbital Rydberg series. Our
calculations complement the work by Bixon and Jortner,14
who considered the possible role of Rydberg electron–core
dipole interactions and arrived at the conclusion that this
interaction is negligible, except for a few isolated instances
where near-degeneracies occur.
Three results of the calculations are emphasized. First of
all, these calculations provide a testing ground for the appli-
cability of perturbative methods to the spectroscopy of
high-n Rydberg states, as was demonstrated by a comparison
of our results at zero field to MQDT results calculated by
Fredinet al.Our calculations show that it is possible to sat-
isfactorily represent short range interactions in a perturbative
method. This opens the way to theoretical calculations in-
volving both short range and long range interactions simul-
taneously.
Secondly, with these calculations an explanation has
been provided for the experimentally observed lifetime en-
hancements of then f(N152) andnp(N150) Rydberg se-
ries, including the experimentally observed discontinuity in
the measured lifetimes of thenp(N150) Rydberg series
near n5115, which had defied explanation before. In our
calculations a sharp onset of the lifetime enhancement of the
np(N150) is observed, which is partly due to the influence
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of short range interactions. In the region where the lifetime-
enhancement occurs, significant perturbations occur among
the low-l Rydberg states as a result of short range interac-
tions, which lead to appreciable differences between life-
times which are calculated with or without these interactions.
It needs to be stressed, however, that for the most part the
rapid onset of the lifetime enhancement arises from our defi-
nition of the effective decay time of a superposition of Stark
states, which differs from the definition used earlier by
Bixon and Jortner.14
Thirdly, we note that the short range interactions further
manifest themselves in a number of isolated perturbations for
both then f(N152) andnp(N150) Rydberg series. In the
case of then f(N152) series several instances were identi-
fied, where a small electric field was sufficient to mix then f
series with a nearby member of the perturbeds(N152) or
d(N152) Rydberg series, leading to a reduction in the life-
time. In the case of thenp(N150) Rydberg series a number
of states displayed a premature lifetime enhancement owing
to coupling to nearly degenerateN152 high-l manifolds,
mediated by mixeds/d(N150,2) states which arise as a
result ofss/ds mixing.
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